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Articles for journal content share the London bus characteristic: none come
for ages and ages then lots come all at once. All editors know this. Wise
ones have a secret hoard of non-time-sensitive articles harboured against
times of editorial drought. “I wish.......”  firstly for the wisdom and secondly
for the articles! Journal 342 was undeniably “Content Lite” which at least
allowed space for a major catch-up of Log-Book entries, which were given
in their entirety where normally I cull out the short repetitive reports. By
contrast, this journal is so fat with major articles that some have  been held
over for 344. This is the first time in the last 2 years and 10 journals that I
have been in this happy position. And if you  detect a hint there, you are
correct: this is your journal in your own write: it does not write itself.  Nor
does the club run itself impersonally. Its members run it, and between 1st

and 6th. August Upper Pitts was the scene of intensive maintenance and
improvement work - and some well merited relaxed socialising! The details
are on page 251

This is also the final issue of what amounts to the journalistic year -
from AGM to AGM. I submit a separate report for the handbook, so will
only say a “Thank You” here to all our contributors, and that I am still
enjoying publishing it for you. Regrettably I shall miss the AGM and, even
more regrettably, the annual dinner.

In my absence the only matter I would like to have discussed at the
AGM would have been  changing the “Volume” which is currently  every
ten issues, to twelve,  now that we have a far cheaper method of  holding
our Journals in what amount to “Volumes” in the binders.The binders can
hold 13 journals - so there is space for individual additions.

Noel
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I've attached two photos, use which ever you think works best.
The confetti shot is by Christina White and the formal portrait is by Ann Cook.
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Letters to the Editor
I asked Duncan for a photo of his wedding, and, typically, he came up trumps with this:

Hi Noel - certainly!

We were married on 5th May at the Old Assembly Rooms in Taunton followed by a celebration at the Hunters' Lodge.
So much has happened since we were married that to me it seems far longer than just three months ago!
As well as moving house, I spent a month caving in Spain including a 5 day underground trip on the Ario Caves Project
and a week in Cantabria with the Finnish Caving Society.

You will doubtless hear more about the Ario expedition as I was mostly photographic assistant to the legendary Axel
Hack, so I'm in a lot of his images. There was also a film being made about the expedition which should be unveiled
at the Kendal Mountain Festival this Autumn. The film should be of interest to the Wessex as one of the stars is Tony
Seddon.

All the best - Duncan

Photo:  Christina White

Photo: Ann Cook

Congratulations to
Duncan  and  Miri
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….and Congratulations to…..
Rich and Andrea on their wedding -

and the splendid party they threw afterwards.

Dear Editor,
Re: Stolen Caves.
 I am writing to profess my profound sympathyfor Nick Chipchase and his stolen cave (see WCC Journal
342).Unfortunately history is not on his side. About 60 years ago the BEC purloined several small caves from Kornwall
and stitched them together to form St. Cuthbert’s Swallet. Our caves were not “Brown with rocks in it”, but were
beautifully decorated with a fine stream passage and a pitch or two.  All were originally of easy entrance, but the
dastardly villains of the BEC hid their felony by placing them at the bottom of a specially constructed tight and awkward
entrance shaft.

At the time (and  yes, I am that old) I demanded the return of our caves, but my heartfelt plea was ignored, apart
from a gloating and hateful speleode from Alfie Collins (see “A Cornish Piskey-Take”). We never got our caves back
and St. Cuthbert’s remains just outside the Belfry, an affront to my Klub - and we are left with a series of gaping holes
in the St. Austell area of Kornwall. . This piece of vandalism was also a scientific sacrilege as these were the only
known caves to have so far been discovered in metamorphasised granite.

Yours sincerely,
Kenneth R. Dawe

President, Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and sole member,
The Kornish  Kave  Klub

Editor’s note. I was initially loth to publish this letter because I had been warned that Mr. Dawe  had been
recruiting and radicalising impressionable and disaffected Kornishmen to join the underground Viet Kernow. I
understand that he is now considered relatively harmless (by caving standards, that is).
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During the week before this John Cooper and Colin Shapter cleared the downstairs bunkroom which has been very
unpleasantly affected by mould. Clearing  the room involved removing
the mattresses before unscrewing and removing the bed-boards. Colin
cleaned the  mould off and applied a paint base-coat, but sadly missed
the reward element of   weekend BBQ. The event was well supported
with:
Simon rebuilding and upgrading the training tower, with support from
Les. This is a major project and will be reported fully in the next journal.
Frank making and installing an...... odure  depth measuring and control
device. Rather hard to put a more  PC  description for this, which is
designed to cure a problem with our sewage system.
The main focus of the work was the changing room and showers; a major
war on mould  and a total repaint. In no particular order of merit, the
usual suspects were identified:

John Cooper, Aubrey Newport, John Thomas, Barry and Marion
Wilkinson, Jonathan and Wendy  Williams, Tommo, Noel Cleave, Brian
Hannsford (Phil and Sheila kindly brought him up from Cheddar), Ali
Moody. Without calculating an average age, this is a distinctly “Old
-Lags” turn-out. Singling out individuals for their efforts could be
invidious, but Johnathan appeared to be on nuclear pills as he helped
paint the changing room, then rebuilt the stone wall by the gas tank, and
then shopped for, and cooked the evening BBQ. Ali  emerged from LVS
and immediately set about using her height and reach to clean the kitchen
ceiling..... while Marion, as usual, provided an endless supply of cakes

and comforts to the workers before sorting out the BBQ
accompaniments.
Work continued on Sunday with the downstairs bunk-room
receiving its final coat of anti-mould paint and a major clear-out
and clean-up of the drying room. This revealed an Augean Stables
worth of contents including:

15 pairs of dry wellies & 2 different, odd, left wellies.
1 Two piece, 6mm diver’s wet suit
7 Oversuits, 2 of which are tattered wrecks
4 Dry fleecies & 1 revolting fleece long-johns, size about 18.
1 Very pungent picnic rug.
Sundry pieces of unmentionables and caving gloves.

These have been placed on the shelves at the end of the changing
room..... temporarily... they will become landfill if not removed by
the end of September (a generous interval!). It is a really good idea
to actually mark your kit with your name wherever possible.
Nobody wants to destroy personal kit unnecessarily.

Colin has also been back post the weekend to do more work to the
Changing Room eg behind the shelves, and John has replaced all
the bunk-bed-slats (a seriously tedious job), and mattresses to bring
the downstairs bunk-room back into use.  See the photo on page
269.

thE uppEr pitts Working WEEkEnd 5/6 august
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From Christine Grosart.

The team: Richard Walker (WCC/CDG), Christine Grosart (WCC/CDG), Ashley Hiscock (Orpheus/CDG), Rick Van
Dijk (WCC/GUE), Mark Burkey (Dudley CC/CDG)

Mark Burkey is a caver – and a bloomin’ good one. In recent years he has been making a name for himself on the cave
photography circuit, winning several awards and his images are in high demand from media publications and promotions.
Rich and I were on the lookout for someone who could take high quality images of our Licanke cave exploration project
in Croatia and also shoot video for our short film.
Neither Rich, Rick nor I are bad photographers but our attempt at  documenting the project in 2016 failed miserably
because, put simply, we could not carry the kit, organize the trip, dive the sumps, explore the cave and video ourselves
doing it. Not in the quality we wanted anyhow. We needed someone else to take on the job.

“What about Mark Burkey?” Rich tapped away on Facebook messenger while he was in some far-flung country teaching
a diving class.
“Nah…he can’t dive” I replied, wishing he could.

The first sump was something of an obstacle to regular dry cavers. It was only 40 metres long and no deeper than 6
metres. But even so, it was not a free dive, the water was 6 degrees last time and the visibility deteriorates inevitably
as the divers drag negative loads through the sump for transportation on the far side.

“Well, you’ve got 3 months to teach him…..” Rich said.
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I had indeed,  but what were the chances? First, he would need to be free for the trip. Then he would  want to do it and
be prepared to document the whole project, which we already knew was hard work. I had only caved with him once
and he barely knew me. Finally  he would not only need to learn to scuba dive but cave dive too. It was a tall order
and I brushed off the idea whilst struggling to think of somebody else.

I was bored at work one afternoon, which is a rare occurrence,  and thought to myself “Stuff it…he can only say no”.
I phoned him up.
Mark had been to my talk on Croatian caves at the Hidden Earth conference a year or two ago and seemed excited
about the project. He would check the dates, check the flights and all being well, would be able to come along.
It wasn’t long before he called me back and said he was pretty much on.
“Oh…um…there’s just one other
thing” I said.
“You need to learn to cave dive by
June!”
A hearty laugh came down the phone
followed by a definite “OK!”  The
adventure had begun.

“My feet keep sinking!” Mark
protested as he spluttered out another
mouth full of chlorinated pool water.
“I’ll never get the hang of this”.
A chilly, dark, damp evening at a
swimming pool in Bristol was to be
the first of Mark Burkey’s cave diving
lessons.

Well, not strictly true. 15 years ago he
undertook a PADI open water course
on his honeymoon…immediately
followed by his Advanced open water
course. He had not dived since and
admitted to never feeling completely
safe with the training he had been given or the experience he’d had. He instructed me to treat him as a complete beginner
and that matched my plan entirely.

His first job was to join the Cave Diving Group. He had no difficulty in being elected unanimously. The deal was that
I would train him in back mounted gear
(as appropriate for this particular cave)
and we would write a specific training
program for him around that. He would
join specifically for the trip to Croatia
and then once the job was done, let his
membership lapse. If he suddenly fell in
love with cave diving and wanted to
continue, he would become my
responsibility and trainee. Mark felt this
was highly unlikely.

I introduced Mark to the diving gear he
would be using. It was a twinset and wing
set-up and identical to mine.  I walked
him through gas analysis, how manifolds
work, different types of cylinders, how
to switch regulators and where all the
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inflators and deflators were. We did some dry skill runs and Mark got the opportunity to build and strip down his
equipment.

Roll on a week and Mark had driven a long way for the first of his diving lessons, so we made the most of it and arrived
at the pool a little early to join the
public swim before my scuba club
arrived.
The idea that he needed to be a
decent swimmer had escaped him
and the first job was to fix his
comfort in the water. He was not a
natural waterbaby.

Legs waved around everywhere,
sinking occasionally happened and
effort was overriding finesse and
efficiency; All of which needed to
be fixed before we even put our fins
on. The hour swimming lesson
resulted in a steep improvement and
I began to realize that Mark takes
education very seriously, likes
getting better at things and more
often than not, gets new stuff right
first time. I was beginning to think

I could definitely work with this guy.

The biggest surprise to Mark was the difference in how ‘We’ do things as opposed to how ‘He’ had been taught in
Lanzarote on his honeymoon.
We don’t wag our legs up and down, dragging up the silt. Rather, we frog kick and glide. We don’t do our skills resting
on the bottom. We establish neutral buoyancy and the ability to hover in a horizontal trim, completely still; no matter
how long that takes. Then the skills are just
monkey see, monkey do.

The initial dives were like Bambi on ice.
Establishing stability in mid water is tricky
when you have been previously taught to do
your skills kneeling down.

By the end of the hour in the water Mark knew
what was expected of him and the penny was
dropping. After another pool dive, we were
ready to move onto open water.

He was following cave line blindfolded, doing
lost line searches, emergency valve drills,
S-Drills, mask removal, gas failures, more fin
kick finesse….It seemed like overkill for such
a short sump but we could not afford to have
anyone on the expedition who was a risk. He
would have to pass the sump a minimum of 8 times and although he would be chaperoned by either Rich or myself,
we wanted him to have enough stability and know what to do should anything go wrong.
Mark took it all in his stride and soaked it up like a sponge.
It was not long before he began to look like a cave diver.
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Richard Walker was already in Croatia. Ashley Hiscock drove down from the UK in remarkable time and didn’t
manage to get arrested once! He brought the larger items, such as the two dry tubes for camera gear, food, filming
lights, flash bulbs and flashguns.
Mark and I had tested our pelicases and ‘depth proof’ camera boxes in a local quarry and they all flooded. We decided
that the camera boxes could not be trusted, so we would dive them through flooded, dry them out the far side of the
sump and re-pack the camera gear into them for easier transportation through the cave. Rick Van Dijk drove from
the Netherlands and brought some cylinders and extra gas in case we needed to top up the bottles for sump 1. Mark
and I flew on a convenient new flight from Bristol to Pula. Mark is a superb photographer but he had never really got
into shooting video, so this was a great opportunity for him to give it a whirl. We spent a day in a Welsh cave practising
and getting camera settings and lighting right before the trip, which was time well spent.

The team met up at Krnica dive and spent a chilled afternoon in the sun analysing gas, building twinsets, packing the
dry tubes and sorting all the camera gear. Several hours later we were ready to go and drove up to Fuzine to meet up
with Rick. Robbie came with us from Krnica Dive Centre.   He was in charge of making sure logistics went smoothly.
The gîte style house was warm, comfy and had the best BBQ room we’ve ever seen. It was also home to an
extraordinary array of stuffed animals, from bears to fighting pheasants, stoats and deer heads. It was a bit strange
but caused a few giggles.

Morning from our bedroom looked sunny and pleasant. After breakfast and a plan of the day, we headed to Licanke,
a short drive from Fuzine and set off into the cave. Mark was undertaking his first cave dive, chaperoned by Rich and
myself and had no trouble at all. He thoroughly enjoyed it and surfaced on the far side of sump 1, grinning from ear
to ear. We shed our twinsets and started drying out the camera boxes while the dry tubes and exploration bottles came
through with Rich, Rick and Ash. The next job was to inflate the Halcyon life raft. We acquired this odd bit of kit
many years ago and were never really sure what it was for. It turned out to be quite useful for cave diving projects
and to date, has never been in the sea!



Participants: Chris Binding, Tomasz Kawka , Noel Cleave, John Hurst  (all WCC), Russ Brooks, Lisa Gibson (both MCG), Miguel
Tomes  (Alcatraz/Wormwood Scrubs CC).

The mob foregathered at Malaga airport on the evening of 08 September, an event that preceded the traditional cluster-cockup on
these occasions. So Mr. Binding and messrs Russel and Lisa left the airport airside and went in search of th
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The deep lakes were the first obstacles in this cave. Dropping heavy
bottles in here would have been a nightmare and swimming them
across the lakes very cumbersome and time consuming. We worked
out that the best way to do this was to load the life raft with bottles
and scooter it across the lakes.  Mark set up the filming lights and
shot some great video of the whole affair.

We set aside 2 days for the filming and to get all the gear to sump
2. Half the job was done on day 1 and we were on schedule.

Day two,  and all the bottles, harnesses and lead had arrived at the
bottom of the climb. Ash replaced the rope on the climb, which
was looking a bit frayed. Mark wielded his camera, shooting video
for our short film and this was expectedly time consuming but it
was important to get the lighting and the focusing right.  We took
the bags to sump 2 with a couple of journeys each and Ash self
carried his sidemount 7s to go into sump 2. His job was to check
out the visibility, check the state of the old line and drop our
decompression bottles in the right place.

Ash set off into the sump and returned half an hour later, spluttering
about having had a “f***ing epic dive!” The visibility was crystal
but as expected, had gone to zero in the 21m deep shaft where mud
clings to the roof and exhalation bubbles bring it down. Ash also
reported that Frank’s old line was buried for several metres on the
sand slope beyond the 21m deco drop, so a spool would be needed
to clear it. He’d had a go at pulling it out but it wasn’t budging. To
push that amount of sand upslope, there must have been some serious flooding over the winter.

Satisfied, Ash
left with his
bottles and we
re-grouped to
take some still
images and a
bit more video.
It took 8
flashguns to
light up the
main passage
and the results
were stunning.
We stood in
p r e c a r i o u s
p o s i t i o n s ,
looking this
way and that
way, while
M a r k
composed his
shots.  The dry
cave is big,
with sharp
black rocks and

Croatia continued…………….
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boulder at foot and reddish mud walls
closer to the roof. There are some
decorations but not many and the
boulder choke with rocks the size of
cars, is hot and sweaty and slippery
going. It’s always a relief to get back
into the streamway again to cool off.

Lunch was an interesting affair. Ash
doesn’t really eat anything other than
Haribo and Nutella and usually opted
to go without. We found some tins of
tuna salad which survive sumps quite
well; we  brought them through in the
dry tube with some forks this
time…..... They weren’t very nice but
they were edible. I brought some
jaffa cakes and thought chocolate and
cherry sounded pretty cool, but they

soon invited complaints. It seems gastronomy is an issue underground so we definitely needed to work on something
better to keep the troops happy the next day.

As we surfaced from sump 1, Robbie was there – as he always is – to pull the twinsets out of the awkward concrete
pumping station.  I was a little nervous about the next day’s dive. There is always a lot of pressure. We had brought
these guys out to help us, spent 3
months training Mark to cave
dive, Ash had driven 2 days to be
here….even though they
wouldn’t have batted an eyelid if
we had failed, we definitely did
not want to let them down. I went
through my check list in my head
over and over and at some point,
fell asleep.

Morning broke and the team
were treated to myself and Rich
arguing over our identical 5mm
wetgloves…....This is normal.
It’s pre-dive stress and we had to
get rid of it somehow. Better with
each other than the rest of the
team.

Breakfast and coffee out of the
way and normality resumed, we
headed to the cave via the local
shop, to get some provisions. The underground food was getting complaints, so Ash and Rick, given that we had very
little to carry on this day, decided that they were going to cook hot dogs.  We ventured into the butchers to purchase
some BBQ food for the evening and Rick sought out some European looking sausages in a jar from the supermarket.
But we needed buns. So, spotting some likely looking hot dog buns, Ash gathered up a good handful.

Myself and Rich got into our drysuits and it was a careful caving trip to sump 2, trying hard not to slip over and rip
them.  We took 5 minutes to ourselves whilst floating in the lakes to talk through our dive plan and deco schedule
on the fly – we simply didn’t know what depth this cave would go to or where it would go next, so we opted for 60
metres maximum depth and a total run time of about 40 minutes from the bottom of the shaft. This gave us 10 minutes
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to get to the end of last years line and another 10 minutes at whatever depth to lay some more. I was running the line
again (well, it’s my project after all) and Rich would be trying to jot down a survey behind me. We also knew that we
needed to bridge the buried line with a spare spool, so that went in the kit list as well.

I would go in first and tie off the ‘good’, larger camera to the oxygen drop to give me something to do on deco. I’d
take the go-pro all the way but, having lost the attachment which tied it to the new halcyon cordless torches, I’d have
to hand hold it, which is a bit tricky really when laying line! I’d have to see how it went…

Kitting up was a relatively chilled affair. Rick helped me on with my 4 sidemount bottles and Ash did the same for
Rich. We had lots of light from the filming lights, which was quite welcome and the promise of hot dogs when we
came back. Mark had a good go at taking photos and video but the water was chilly and I was itching to get on with
it, knowing how cold it was last time. We had a lot of dexterity work to do with camera, line reels, bottle juggling etc
so opted for 5mm wet gloves again. Next time we’ll definitely go dry.

Setting off the visibility was noticeably clearer than last time and we soon passed the oxygen bottles that Ash had
placed. Going along the right wall we got a birds eye view of the shaft and could see that the line was not in a good
place against the overhanging wall. Frank had doubtless had very little option as he’d experienced much worse
visibility. I had a good look and spotted a much better route for the line, which we would be replacing on a follow up
trip if the cave ‘went’ this time. The line was laid in 1998 and was thin and had been given a good battering by the
winter floods every year since. Typically for Frank, it was well laid and belayed, just needed re-routing in the shaft.
The shaft was my worry. I was very pleased that Rich agreed with me that we would not hang about decompressing,
moreover we would rattle through it and fix the deco at the bottom and the top. The mud on the overhanging wall
turns the visibility to zero and coupled with a frail line, we were worried about it snagging on our multiple bottles,
and breakages. A line break in there would be a nightmare and pretty dangerous.

We soon met the 50% deco bottles and continued down the gravel slope to bridge the buried line. Rich set about doing
this and we went on, enjoying the cave and its stunning visibility. It didn’t take long to reach the end of Frank’s line
and the beginning of ours from last year. It was still in good condition and we carried on in gently undulating cave at
an average depth of 38 metres until I recognised my last tie off. I unclipped my line reel and tried to keep relaxed.

Going into unknown cave is exciting and it takes experience to keep your cool. Slow is smooth and smooth is fast, I
thought. I didn’t want to waste time fumbling about, so I sorted my regulator switch and tied in the reel. I signaled to
Rich and he signaled back, digging out his wet-notes and compass. We were off! The cave, to my relief, didn’t really
trend much deeper. We did reach 50m at one stage but it stayed roughly in the 45m mark. The undulating sand dunes
in the floor were rippled and pretty. The left wall continued sweeping around shallow bend and the right wall could
be seen about 10 metres away.
I found good tie offs every 15 metres or so. As much as I wanted to just string out the line as fast as possible, the
nature of the cave mean that line breaks are inevitable as it takes a thunderous amount of water in flood. Tie offs would
make future issues easier to fix.
I kept swimming. The go-pro became a pain with the line reel so I reluctantly clipped it off.
My gauges began to threaten to turn me around. I was approaching my gas margins and the cave was still going.  At
-43m I met a gradual slope upwards with hardly any tie offs. Typical.
I went a few metres further and found a slab of rock in the floor. It wasn’t perfect but it was all we had. I wrapped the
line around it, cut it free and Rich and I both thumbed the dive.
The release of pressure as we turned is instant. Of course, you’re not out of the woods. Mountain ascents don’t count
if you die on the way back down. But for 10 minutes Rich and I had a fantastic dive along the new passage, especially
as I was now behind him and could enjoy the view with the benefit of his silhouette behind his light. Rich was
swimming about and clearly enjoying it.

We negotiated the sand slope and had some bottle juggling as we ditched the very buoyant Ali 80s and got rid of them
onto a leash. We clipped the 50% bottles on and did our gas switch in deteriorating visibility. We set of up the shaft.
Rich was now just behind me. All seemed to be going well. As the shaft became more awkward, we went single file.
I was just thinking that it didn’t seem as bad as last time, when the unthinkable happened. The line parted.

“Oh Sh*t!” I repeated it several times in my head and also out loud to myself through my regulator. “Just keep calm,
keep your head…....you have loads of gas to go looking for him and he has plenty of gas too…..”  Despite loads of
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training and plenty of “Oh sh*t” moments over many years cave diving in less than desirable conditions in British
caves….nothing quite prepares you for that moment when your boyfriend is in acute danger.

I had just lost Rich Walker.

The broken end of the line flailed behind me and I stared at it in horror. We knew this would happen. A 19 year old,
thin exploration line in a slightly off-vertical shaft, which gets battered every winter by floods and melt water from the
mountains above the cave entrance, with sparse, psychological belays and zero visibility..…add to the mix a bouquet
of spent ali 80s and there we had it. An emergency.

I gathered up the loose line to stop it forming another hazard and wrapped it around a nodule of rock on the sloping
wall. Trembling, from both fear and the cold, I unclipped my exploration reel whilst staring into the fog in the hope of
seeing his light. There was nothing but silence and the glow from my torch. I tied in the line reel and set off to where
I had come from.  Rich, doubtless thinking I was trying to assassinate him, calmly deployed his search reel and headed
upwards, following the overhanging wall. No sooner had I set off down the shaft, we ran into each other. Fear turned
to overwhelming relief and the sicky feeling turned to butterflies. We tied our reels off and made our way to the 6 metre
oxygen drop, shivering in the 7 degree water at the end of a 97 minute dive. We had just discovered beautiful, virgin
cave passage but for 5 extremely concerning minutes, it barely seemed worth it.

We finished our deco, cold but relieved. On
surfacing, Mark was at the ready with his camera.
I gave him 5 minutes to get is shots. Poor guy, but
I was super cold and by the time Rick waded into
the sump pool to help me off with my gear, I was
shivering uncontrollably.

We really, really needed those hot dogs!  We
climbed the small boulder pile to the make shift
kitchen to be met with a very sheepish Ashley, who
was poking the sausages around in the boiling water.
“The bread fell in the water…” he lied. “You mean
there is no bread?!!” I wailed. Like two naughty
school children, Rick and Ash started giggling and
Mark hid.

“Well, on the upside…they were covered in sugar!” Ash had bought the Croatian equivalent of iced buns instead of
hot dog rolls and we felt a little more smug. Rich and I scalded our fingers fishing the hot dogs out of the boiling water
and ate the lot in minutes.

Ash raided Rich’s wetnotes, wanting to know
how much line we had laid. We didn’t know
and didn’t care. Last year we only laid 42
metres at 42m depth on our first dive in sump
2. In France we had laid 42 metres on our last
dive in Fourmi Perdreau. I had laid 42 metres
in Garrel in 2012……
“You’ll never guess what!” Ash called out.
“Don’t!” I said “DON’T tell me it’s 42
metres!!”
Ash laughed.  “Nawwwww…you laid 99!!!”
Bloody 3m knot intervals. That’s going to
change next time…..!!

Christine
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This is an inadvertent “Part 2" of Jonathan’s article in Journal 342, because by mischance only the account in 342 came
to me for publication instead of the complete article, so downwards into “Caverns measureless to man” he continues:

By the end of the 2016 , 47 trips had been completed and we had extended the cave by around 9 metres from our starting
point in February.

The early months of 2017 consisted mainly of dealing with further loose boulders compounded by the ever presence
of water at the bottom of the shaft.  Trench props where installed to allow us to support the cemented wall while we
undermined it and built the next layer of wall.  Bailing became a common activity, but thanks to a length of gutter
installed by Tim and placed along “Clement’s Folly” we were able to bail the now named “Lake of Gloom” into space
between the boulder and hear it running away to places unknown.

March saw us digging in filthy conditions below the “Lake of Gloom”.  As enthusiasm waned a further collapse
brought us close to moving on elsewhere.  It was decided to go for broke and placing a sizable charge into the large
boulder which had blocked the way into “Clement’s Folly” we agreed that if we couldn’t go down we would go straight
ahead.

The charge was successful, and a couple sessions following straight ahead revealed a small decorated Grotto and
a rift descending at 45 degrees, too small to follow, but down which all our previous bailed efforts had obviously be
going. Work began to enlarge the rift. Enthusiasm was high aided by black space that could been seen ahead.
On 27th April, I was finally able to squeeze down into another small chamber with inlets entering from left & right.
Work continues here, with a further 34 trips since the start of 2017.

Our Regular team consists of myself, Barry Wilkinson, Murray Knapp, Aubrey Newport and Tim Clements, with
occasional help from Colin Shapter and Josh Yates.

thE digging sCEnE
18  aCrE  dig

Norma Devenish
Luke Devenish was a major character in the Wessex Cave Club in the post-war years and the fifties. He is mentioned on page 265,
but he is generally remembered for his capacity to create explosions. Luke died many years ago, but we should have given full credit
to his widow, Norma , who was a classic example of the supporting “Caver’s Wife” when she died in March this year. We are indebted
to Nigel Taylor for this appreciation. Nigel Writes:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I worked for Luke prior to the recession of 1973 when I went off to join the Police.
Luke and Norma were our next door neighbours when they lived at Washingpool Farm, Chilcote.

I moved away in 1974 but always kept in close contact with the family and in 1998 we again became virtual next door neighbours
 when we moved to Cheddar and they having left Washingpool had earlier also moved to October House, Bradley Cross, Cheddar.
 Norma was an incredibly kind and patient lady, and a true gentlewoman, always busy raising her son Peter, and daughters Janine
and Cullena as well as patiently supporting Luke when we arrived home dusty and dirty after a long days'  blasting across the country.

One story that I told at Norma's wake typifies Norma :
 Luke was angered by the existence of rats in their garden manure heap. So one day armed with a rod, several cartridges of Explosives
and detonators, strode manfully up to the manure heap. Now as Luke laid the charges, I commented that Norma had just put out the
family washing and it was only some fifteen feet away! Luke unperturbed continued and we duly fired the charges, the heavens went
black, the rats ran out unscathed and the washing assumed the colour of very brown! Norma emerged from the house, I exited quickly
stage left and all I heard from Norma was " Luke! Oh Luke "

She took all that Luke did on the Chin, was a true Lady full of charm and gentility. After Luke's untimely death, on the 24th February
1994, Norma met regularly for coffee with Howard Kenny's widow Edith, Chris Hawkes’ widow and other ladies who had the close
connection of having  a caving husband as a companion.

Norma had been born on the 16th December 1917 and passed away on the 29th March 2017.  A celebration of her life took place at
St Andres Church, Cheddar on Wednesday 12th April 2017 - just a few months short of her hundredth birthday, and still as bright
as a button.  A Lady surely missed.

Nigel Taylor
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Here on our doorstep a the recently opened  “WILD WOOKEY” adventure is unique in the UK and, as far as I can
discover, Europe.  Phil Hendy has kindly allowed me to use this article, edited from the original in the Wells Journal,
to describe it.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Wookey Hole Cave has always been open, as
evidenced by the Iron Age and Romano-British bones
and artefacts discovered there over the years.  Since
mediaeval times, intrepid visitors have been shown
around the cave by enterprising locals, but it was not
until 1927 that  Group Captain  G.W.  Hodgkinson
developed it as a commercial show cave.  So 2017 is
the cave’s 90th  anniversary.

Wild Wookey, launched in January, is the latest
attraction, adding to the many others developed over
the years.  The experience is an adventure caving trip
into parts of the cave not accessible to the general
public.  It has been developed by Chris Binding  who
is Wookey’s technical advisor and trainer.

The original plan was to develop Chamber
Twenty, opened up by tunnelling only in 2015, but
this was set to one side as there were operational
difficulties, one example being the terrain beyond
the pathway being too rugged for efficient caving.

The Wild Wookey experience takes in various

challenging parts of the rest of the cave not seen by the public, linked
by the show cave chambers, so visitors see that as well. The operational
leader is Becca Burne, who started at Wookey as a cave guide, so she
knows much about the history of the cave as well as about caving. Becca
can call on Chris Binding, Andy Sparrow, Nigel Rigiani, Nicola Dennis,
Ken Passant and other qualified leaders if necessary at busy times.

The expedition begins at the Bat Cave, a briefing and changing room.
 A conservation and safety video is shown, and the kitting-up procedure
and safe use of equipment is also explained.

When everyone’s equipment is in order, and they are ready, the party
walks up the river valley to the main cave entrance, where a steel
staircase leads via ferrata steps, over the safety tunnel, up and into the
cave through a small opening.  From the entrance, the cavers then crawl,
walk and climb through the dry  maze of passages running parallel to

Wild  Wookey



the first part of the show cave.
 During the planning work, some
Romano-British pottery was found
here in a side alley. The route ends at
a 10 metre drop to the lake in the
Witch’s Kitchen, where an abseil
takes cavers down to the edge of the
subterranean River Axe.

The party then walks through the
show cave to the Third Chamber, the
Witch’s Parlour, where they climb the
steps up into the parts of the system
discovered by cave divers, and
subsequently opened to the public by
miners in 1975. At the small Eighth
Chamber, the group then uses a via
ferrata to climb around the pool and
towards the Ninth Chamber.

A traverse then takes people along
one wall and over a swinging steel bridge across the lake. Another traverse soon leads to a walk along under the visitor’s
walkway to enter the large and lofty continuance of the Ninth Chamber where  a narrow rift at the end leads to another
via ferrata  climb up  30 metres to a crawl, at the end of which is a steel platform, from where everybody abseils back
down to the floor. The trip ends with a visit to
the spectacular Chamber Twenty, then exits via
the  Kilmersdon Tunnel.

Each trip takes about three and a half hours. The
first tour took place in January by the BBC’s
Blue Peter. The lower age limit is 14.  Wookey
Hole usually offer two sessions per day.

 Even so, Chris is working on plans to offer
more thrills and challenges, and maybe in the
future a caving experience suitable for younger
children.  Phil

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Wild Wookey” is fascinating in that it offers
a remarkable combination of caving and via
ferrata to... how shall I put this... Non-cavers?
Weegies? Ordinary mortals? I asked Chris
Binding to explain whose idea it was and how
it came into existence. Chris has written this up
for the journal.

In the first place, following the successful
engineering works creating the 70 metre

tunnel from Chamber 9 to Wookey 20, Daniel
Medley, the Wookey Hole manager,  was
accompanied on a recce visit to see what lay beyond the showcave path in this part of the cave. The cavers in attendance
included several Wessex CC members. Daniel  mentioned that he was considering the feasibility of providing guided
"adventure caving" tours  into this part of the cave. Some months later a fuller, more considered, visit took place with
members of the local area panel of caving instructors visiting to look at the nature of the terrain while also mulling over
the conservation hurdles which it presented; I made a presentation to the management and the upshot was to pursue the
possibility of guided off-piste caving but to look at the totality of the cave but  to put Wookey 20 on the back burner
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because of the difficulties
presented by the nature of the
terrain, and  conservation
issues.

Existing surveys  were
referred to rather than
drawing up any new(er) ones
(at this stage anyway) and
Tom Chapman and I  furtled
around the cave looking at
possibilities at the outset.

The route which was pieced
together has since morphed
from its original layout. The
first suggestion included a
small loop beyond the
showcave in Wookey 20, but
this lies fallow, with the

present circuit taking in East Passage, Chambers 1-8,
Water Traverse and Climb in 9, then descent from 9(2)
and a wander into 20 on the showcave pathway before
exiting via the Kilmersdon Tunnel. This was 'designed'
by Tom Chapman and myself. A video of the proposed
experience was edited together and presented to the
management who said to progress with a creation phase
based on what they had seen. This meant a lot of work
had to go ahead, mostly in the form of installation of
fixed aids.

The fixed aids and route creation works were performed
by Becca Burne, Tom Chapman and myself. Somerset
Forge fabricated several structures, with on site visits
from their engineers to draw up illustrations of what
needed to be made. Most of the structures were in place
by the end of December 2016.  AALS/HSE provided an
operations licence and the route has been visited by
members of the Association of Caving Instructors to
scrutinise the procedures and techniques.  Further
finishing touches works meant the route was open for
visits in time for BBC Blue Peter to come along and film
part of the route for an “ Extreme Cheese” feature in
January.

Becca Burne is the on-site staff member who will be
routinely delivering the caving experience to visitors
while I act as Technical Advisor and additional
instructor.  To provide cover and to augment the staffing
during busier periods there are a number of site-
inducted instructors on the books including Andy
Sparrow, Neil Rigiani, Nicola Dennis, Ken Passant with
additional instructors too who have already visited the
site.  The commercial nature of the route means that
induction in the use of the safety systems is mandatory,
and  requires visits to be accompanied; cavers are very
welcome to book via the online booking calendar,  but
there’s no "just show yourself around"  laissez-faire or
free rein,  access. Chris
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Mendip Cave Rescue

Mendip Cave Rescue is a low visibility organisation; a bit like sex and air, you only notice it when you aren’t getting
any. Its publicity is mostly confined to its “Advertising” outside cave entrances, but the recent Priddy Folk Festival (7th.
To 9th. July) saw an MCR information tent on Priddy Green, where the organisation provided 24 hour first aid cover for
the event. “Cavers rescue Cavers” has always been a mantra and a truism, and MCR operates below the radar unless
external agencies such as the police or fire brigade become involved. Then, regrettably, the concomitant publicity about
our sport tends to become adverse. A couple of recent incidents may result in the closure of Box stone mines. That the
incidents were so similar, within 3 days  of each other, and both involved fire brigades was unfortunate, to put it mildly.

On Sunday 2nd July 2017

Mendip Cave Rescue were contacted by Corsham Fire & Rescue to assist with an incident in Box stone mine. A group
of three explorers had entered the mines via the Back Door entrance and made their way through the system to Jacks
entrance, where their exit was blocked by a large gate recently installed by the landowners. They were unable to retrace
their steps, but instead were able to get mobile phone reception through the bars of the gate and ask for assistance.
Mendip Cave Rescue have a small team of experienced local cavers who were called to the scene and they were able to
enter the mine via a nearby obscure entrance and escort the three explorers to safety.

On Wednesday 5th July 2017

Mendip Cave Rescue were called by the police at 03:14 on Wednesday 5th July 2017 for an incident at Box stone mine.
A small team of experienced local cavers who know the mines well attended the scene and found a group of 7 explorers
aged 17 to 20 who were unable to exit from Jacks Entrance due to a new gate that the owners had erected recently.
Having entered the mine via the Back Door entrance and being inadequately equipped and clothed they were lucky to
be able to obtain a phone signal and call 999. The Mendip Cave Rescue team quickly escorted them out via an alternative
nearby entrance, and apart from being cold and tired, they were unharmed and the incident was closed at 05:43. Our
friends from Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service attended and supplied lighting to the scene and passed blankets
through the gate to help keep the waiting explorers warm whilst they were waiting for assistance.

This second incident within a week at the same site has prompted Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue service to issue a
safety notice and has been reported in the local press. More seriously all the known entrances have now been gated and
at present there is no permitted access to Box Stone Mines at all.

To bring this up to date, Martin Grass reported on 21st August that MCR  had 4 recent rescues..... so far..... from Box,
and one from Browns Folly which was a missing girl.

And in case anybody hasn’t noticed, there are 2 elephants in the room here. These incidents prompted call-outs  by
Corsham , Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue services. Some time ago, a fire tender appeared in Eastwater Lane here
on our doorstep because a party were overdue from an Eastwater Pot trip. While it’s easy and tempting to comment that
the number of serious cave fires is vanishingly small, the real question is why on earth are the Fire and Rescue services
ever called out to a cave rescue except on those very rare occasions when flooding and water pumping is involved. Apart
from generating bad publicity such call-outs waste time and money, and risk a delayed response to some genuine fire
emergency. However, this elephant is more apparent than real. Martin Grass says that basically the set up with the stone
mines rescues is now  fine. MCR  gets on well with the fire service over there and more importantly they do not want
to turn out on rescues. “I think we have overcome the situation now with calls directly to the police. However when it
is not cavers, like the four in Box, they phone and ask for fire and rescue and that’s how they get involved”.

The second elephant is that both incidents involved the same gated exit. Although there have been rescues of lost parties
from the mines over the years, these two were completely avoidable had the landowners put a warning notice at the
Back Door entrance. Whether non-cavers would appreciate the significance of a standard MCR rescue notice there is
questionable, and irrelevant to the “lost and at  a gated exit” situation.  The mines are popular, and much visited, normally
without problems. Gating exits without any warning signs was a guaranteed way to cause difficulties, but it’s understood
that the owners are now placing suitable signs inside the gated exits.
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And courtesy of Pete Moody’s researches from past issues of the Wessex Journal, we have the following account of a
quality  self-rescue from Box Stone Mines.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April Fool’s Day rescue  - Combe Down, Bath.  C.H.Kenney

After lunch on April 1st. 1962, six fifteen-year-old boys from the Prior Park College at Bath set for the freestone
workings at Combe Down. They were celebrating the fifteenth birthday of one of the boys, and for such an

important occasion were dressed in black jackets, ties, pin-stripe trousers, white shirts and school caps. The party tea
consisted of chocolate cake, lemonade and chewing gum. Armed with four torches, and candles the boys set out exploring
the maze of workings. Fortunately one of the boys left a haversack and school cap at the entrance and later, when the
boys were reported missing, this gave the police a definite clue as to their whereabouts.

Over a considerable area, a bed of freestone has been removed, varying in thickness up to about ten feet, and every few
feet a pillar of stone has been left to support the roof.  Some of the gaps between the pillars have been filled with miner’s
waste, and in other places there have been collapses. Old entrances have been filled in with refuse, but by and large
there are few landmarks to distinguish the many routes. No-one seems to know the full extent of the workings, and one
wonders how many of the happy occupiers of the  mortgaged houses above know what is beneath their feet.

The boys’ zeal for exploration satisfied, they tried to return to the entrance, but soon realised that they were lost. They
walked through the maze of passages, perhaps having time to admire the occasional nest of cave pearls, and eventually
came across an ascending passage blocked with soil and refuse. Knowing that they could not be far beneath the surface
they began to dig with bare hands and continued for about six hours. The discovery of a jug, right way up, full of water,
was a sign that could have been important for their comfort or even survival, but perhaps the most exciting find was a
worm. The naturalist in the part assured the rest that no worm went deeper than ten feet, so back to work with renewed
hope. Eventually they emerged into a garden near the King William 4th. Public house. Returning to the main entrance
to collect  the cap and haversack they were no doubt astounded to see ambulances, the Fire Brigade, police cars, the
Press - in force, a generator and floodlighting, civil defence vehicles, television cameras, a canteen and the Mendip
Rescue Organisation waiting for them.

In the meantime the rescue team of six, from Wells, with Luke Devenish in charge of the call-out, began to search the
workings. As there was a real danger that they too might get lost, white  tape was laid in all the passages explored. This
also served to show following rescue parties the route covered.  A police tracker dog and handler was an unusual addition
to the rescue team, but were of no help.  The handler attributed this failure to the more powerful scent of the carbide
lamps.

It is always a relief when a rescue ends happily, but perhaps a little disappointing for the rescue team to be deprived of
the satisfaction of escorting the lost party from the cave. But congratulations to the boys on their initiative, and if any
Wessex member wants a passage dug out, they will know where to go!

Howard.

Ed:   Quite apart from our appreciation of their self-rescue, their caving dress code puts ours to shame... and their
“Comestibles” sets a standard that only Ali’s Christmas celebration caving feasts approach.   Some things, however,
were as undesirable then as now..... “ambulances, the Fire Brigade, police cars, the Press - in force, a generator and
floodlighting, civil defence vehicles, television cameras, a canteen and the Mendip Rescue Organisation waiting for
them.”
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Friday February 10 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton, Mike K

The 4 Pots Rift dig is no more. Water flowing into the dig and out
at the obvious inlet on the left-hand wall of Main Rift, so there is
no incentive to carry on digging. Geoff.

Saturday February 11 2017 Manor Farm Swallet Yet another big
turn-out for the “Second Saturday” trip.  1st. Team Rich Carey
(Rigging), Noel Cleave, Emma Gisborne, Szilvia Auth, Kristztian
Balogh, Tibor Nagy, Citron.

Water level was low, and Albert’s Eye benevolent. Did Nhasa
gallery to end. A bit smelly and the air was not awesome. Rich.
Another day, another Manor Farm and as smelly and slimy as ever,
but great fun. Thanks, Rich, for rigging, but September Rift was a
right bastard to come up, so thanks Tibor for the shove upwards on
my flailing heels!  Showed the newbies the “Tit-Show” marking
the way out of Nhasa Gallery. Bitter cold outside, and spitting snow,
some of which the Hungarian children formed into snowballs and
threw at each other. Far too much energy!

Other participants on two later teams were: Clive Westlake with
Jim and Aaron Burridge and Wayne with Lara, Iona, Monica, Aidan
and William.   Noel.

Saturday February 11 2017 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Pete Buckley,
MikeK, Geoff Newton, John Cooper.

Usual session of clearing debris from the intermediate pot up to the
retaining wall at Station 14. Then clear, drill and bang the bottom.
We’ve now made 3m of progress down the new, very steeply
descending passage. Air in the cave very fresh and cold.  Ali

Saturday February 11 2017 Mitchell’s Dig Nigel Graham, Ade &
Jude VdeP, Pete Hann

Birthday digging session. Lots of capping. One bucket of cement.
Cave very draughty. Nigel

Saturday February 11 2017 Lionel’s Hole Csilla Norbi, Attila Jager,
Tibor, Alka, Chris, Sylvia (the Hungarian mafia).

A couple of hours, good trip. Sylvia.

Sunday February 12 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Steve Sharp.

Down to Sump 1, average water conditions. 1 1/4 hrs. John

Sunday February 12 2017 Cuckoo Cleeves Mike K, Wayne
Starsmore, Attila Jager, Kris, Tibor, Szilvia, Csilla, Norbi.

It was a very enjoyable trip. We went down to all the digging points
and to all parts of the cave except the lake. It was good trip. Next
time we will go to the lake.

Field depresssion report. Not much change from last year. The rock
face on the East side of the depression looks clean-washed.  Wayne

Friday February 17 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton

Visited the “Gloopy Pool” after a long gap. Was able to bail it
nearly dry but the drain hole tends to block if you put too much
mud down it. Hopefully it will eventually be possible to send the
water down the rift passage on the left, which will then make life
a lot easier.  Geoff.

Monday February 13 2017 Spider Hole.  NikNak, John Cooper,
Ade & Jude VdeP.

2 bags of sand taken in, one mix of mortar taken to bottom and
used to wall up the way on (!?) Then 4 loads of spoil moved up
(actually did this before cementing!) 2 ½ hrs. John

Thursday February 16 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Ade &
Jude VdeP

2 X 900mm X 10mm diameter holes drilled, charged and fired.
1 ½ hrs John

Saturday February 18 2017 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Pete
Buckley, Geoff Newton, Lee Venning, Mike K, John Cooper.

Clear, drill and bang while John carried on wall building. With
benefit of hindsight, we could have cleared from intermediate
stacking before clearing the dig face. Pete dropped Ali’s bar down
the rift at the end, so we started to carry on with the dig to recover
it.  Good draught and echo, but still very narrow. Geoff.

Sunday February 19 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Barry Weaver.

Down to Sump 2. Managed to avoid the hordes on our way down,
but met them on our way out. 1 3/4 hrs. John

Saturday February 18 2017 Manor Farm Tim, Sas, Matt, Monica
After some faffing to find the farmer to pay, and listening to
Matt’s opinions on needing another 4000 metres of rope/ladder
etc. to knit every last 1m climb together we set off. The usual trip
down the pitches and streamway to the bottom. Got a bit smelly
from the poo inlet. At this point  Sas decided that the air quality
wasn’t good enough for her (bloody air snobs) and persisted in
having a wheeeezy moment or two. Tim and Sas retreated while
Monica and Matt went to sample Florence’s finest broth.
Re-grouped at the Maypole Aven junction where the air was up
to Sas’s highest standards. Exited a while later. Very little
naughty language from Matt, though I have seen more energetic
cucumbers than him when he finished the ladder (or was it the
ladder that finished  him??). Tim

Saturday February 18 2017 Swildons KUCC

Took some freshers from KUCC down Swillys for their first cave.
Was a little unsure on how they were feeling, so once we reached
Sump 1I began briefing them on what would be involved, only
for one of my charges to turn round and “Shut up and just do it
already” Can’t say that I’ve ever had a freshers trip down to Sump
2 before and back out by 1340!  Anon

log-book ExtraCts
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Sunday February 19 2017 Swildons   Pete Hall

Afternoon trip to Sump 6.  Very tired so made slow progress out to
find food and beer left by the KUCC. 3 hrs Pete

Monday February 20 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Ali Moody, John
Wedlake

As it was John W’s first caving trip we went in the Long Dry Way
with photographic stops. Up through Barne’s Loop, then into Trat’s
Temple. Down to Sump 1, through and on to Sump 2. More photos
at Sump 1, then out via the Wet Way. 2 hrs. John C

Tuesday February 21 2017 GB Terry Waller, Derek Sanderson.

Quick trip down to the sump. Quite wet, but the sump was flowing
well. 1 hr 05. Terry

Friday February 24 2017 Hunters Hole Nick Butler

Went down Sago Pot, then back to the leldge to descend the main
route, back up and out in 1 ½ hrs. Some time wasted. Nick

Friday February 24 2017 His Lordships Hole Geoff Newton

Cave quite wet. Spent some time hammering and chiselling to get
to where Mike K got to. Failed again. Geoff

Saturday February 25 2017 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Pete Buckley,
John Cooper, Geoff Newton.

Cleared some spoil from the intermediate stacking to John’s wall
building area. Then cleared spoil from the dig face to the
intermediate stacking. While the rest of us sorted out drilling, charge
laying etc. etc. JC built some more retaining wall. Then bang. 3 ½
- 4 hrs as we were somewhat short-handed.  Geoff

Saturday February 25 2017 Mitchell’s Dig Pete Hann, Nigel
Graham, Barry Wilkinson, Ade & Jude VdeP.

Large boulder in floor was shrunk with copious amounts of capping.
But with still more to do next week. Having removed another side
of the boulder, another hole in the floor opened up. At least 3 metres
in depth, sadly not a caveable size but encouraging. Lots of
water-worn rocks and lots of draught.  Two buckets of cement used
to stabilize around the side of the new hole. Unfortunately Pete’s
van had to be rescued with the help of Bill Small and a big, shiny
blue tractor. Big shiny tractor 1, overloaded plumbers van 0.

Sunday February 26 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell,
Barry Weaver.
Went and bailed the Mud Sump. 40 mins in, 40 mins bailing and 40
mins out. Unfortunately another bailing session still required.  John

Tuesday February 28 2017 North Hill Swallet Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson

Didn’t get very far as a good stream flowing into first crawl.... Cold.
Derek

Monday February 27 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, NikNak, Tony
Seddon.

Reduced team, reduced to hauling spoil up the bottom shaft.(around
28 loads). 1 ½ hrs. John

Friday March 3 2017 Sludge Pit Geoff Newton

Took in drain-rod set to the Gloopy Pool dig. However when I got
there I found that things look less promising than I thought on 17
Feb.  What happened on the 17th was that I got mud all over my
light, so things looked more promising. Taking the drain-rod down
was a bit premature. Geoff

Saturday March 4 2017 & Sunday March 5 2017 LVS John
Gisborne, Lee Venning.

Trip to complete the building of the bridge... part 2! Angle iron
sides fitted to the resin-anchor bolts and bolted down. New planks
cut to size leaving top clear to accept the post 3 ½ hrs. John

Saturday March 4 2017 Brimble Pit Pete Buckley, Mike K, Ali
Moody, John Cooper, Geoff Newton.

We cleared the intermediate pot back to station 14 retaining wall,
then cleared, drilled and banged the bottom. Very good draught.
John used 4 mixes of cement to increase the height of the retaining
wall, ready for next week. Ali

Monday March 6 2017 Sludge Pit Derek Sanderson, Terry Waller.

Trip to the aven at the end of Skeleton Series - nearest point to Nine
Barrows. Good grovel into roof passages on the way back. 1 ½ hrs.
Derek

Monday March 6 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Vern Freeman,
Ade & Jude VdeP, NikNak.

Hauled 42 loads up 4 Tonne Shaft. Very drippy!  1 ½ hrs. John

Saturday March 11 2017 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Pete Buckley,
Mike K, Lee Venning, Geoff Newton,Szilvia & Kris, John Hooper.

Clear, drill, bang as usual. Way on is a very, very narrow rift. JC
carried on with building to retain  spoil. Geoff

Saturday March 11 2017 Longwood Swallet Led by Rich Carey,
Wayne Starsmore, Nick Butler (+1?), Dave Cushing, Dave Ling,
Emma Gisborne, Citron, Kris & Szilvia

A pals trip, good company, good help used a lifeline on the
dangrous looking step, as three of us were there for the first time
(it was a great help!). Brilliant cave; thanks Emma for arranging.
Szylvia.

March 13 2017 Spider Hole. James Collings, John Cooper, Vern
Freeman, NikNak, Ade & Jude VdeP.

50 loads hauled up 4 Tonne Shaft.  1 3/4 hrs. John

Monday March 13 2017 Manor Farm Swallet Nick Butler, Chris
Howell

Went in as far as the end of NHASA Chamber. Streamway between
Sarum Inlet and the entrance to NHASA highly polluted with what
appeared to be human sewage rather than cattle slurry. Revolting
smell restricted to streamway. Nick
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Tuesday March 14 2017 Waterweel Swallet Nick Butler, Chris
Howell

After failing to open the padlock at Tynings Swallet, we visited
Waterwheel, a first for both of us. Mendip Underground
description had not prepared us for the wet crawls before the
“Lake”, but it was thoroughly enjoyable anyway. A fun little cave.
Nick

Wednesday March 15 2017 King Mine, Mangle Hole Nick
Butler, Chris Howell

Went right round the cave. Some nice crystals and ochre. Several
newts near entrance.  Visited Sandford Levy en-route to Mangle
Hole. Descended the first pitch of Mangle before returning to HQ.
Nick

Thursday March 16 2017 Honeymead Hole Nick Butler, Chris
Howell

After descending the entrance pitch “Fixed” ladder *** we
descended the first 5 metre rift, which is an easy free-climb. At
the watershed we free-climbed down the second 5 metre pitch,
which did not appear to have anywhere to secure an anchor at the
“Pitch” head. After stopping in Somerville Hall we carried on past
the head of Keen’s Pot (P10) to Balcony Pot (P6) which we
descended (easy free-climb) and followed on to Neptune’s Hall.
Climbing up Balcony Pot we crossed to Kate’s Calamity, before
backtracking along the rift to climb up to the Gods, from where a
short wriggle through a window gives a view down to the bottom
of Balcony Pot.  We decided to leave the tricky manoeuvre up to
Picnic at Hanging Rock until a later visit.  Returning to the
decorated head of Keen’s Pot we dropped a ladder (8 m sufficient)
and climbed down to slither our way up the Mud Meanders. Before
climbing back up the ladder out of Keen’s Pot, Nick visited the
head of Chalice Well but did not climb down to the bottom.

***The bolt in Slab House is loose, as is the lower bolt at the head
of Keen’s Pot.

Back on the surface, Glastonbury Tor was just visible through the
Mendip Mist. Nick

Friday March 17 2017 Spider Hole Nick Butler, Chris Howell

A quick trip down to the bottom of the pitches, just to admire the
views. Nick

Saturday March 18 2017 Brimble Pit Ali Moody, Mike K, John
Cooper, Lee Venning.

Ali and Mike went to renew the bang wire, while John built walls
and Lee took photographs. 2 hrs. John

Saturday March 18 2017 Sludge Pit Ali Moody, Monica Bollani,
Mike K.

We banged the muddy tube, hopefully creating a small chamber
for stacking in future.... fingers crossed!  Geoff and Mike will be
clearing spoil for some time, maybe with some help from Monica.
Monica

Sunday March 19 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Lee Hawkswell,
Ray Symmonds

Down to Sump 1. Large group going in, and at the old 40. 1 1/4
hrs. John

Monday March 20 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Vern Freeman,
NikNak, Ade & Jude VdeP.

Hauled 50 loads up a very drippy Four Tonne Shaft. Bottom now
all clear. Awaits the creation of more spoil.  1 3/4 hrs.   John

Tuesday March 21 2017 Eastwater Terry Waller, Derek Sanderson.

Down to, and through the crawl into Soho. Very wet and silted up.
Derek’s 70th Birthday trip. Terry.

Wednesday March 22 2017 GB John Cooper, Damon Fentham

My first trip into GB. From the entrance we went in via the Devil’s
Elbow route and left via the mud passage. Whilst there we visited
White Passage and went to the far end of the Main Chamber, past
the climb to Ladder Dig. A very enjoyable afternoon of caving;
many thanks to John Cooper for taking me. Damon

Saturday March 25 2017 Brimble Pit Mike K, Pete Buckley, Geoff
Newton, John Cooper

Cleared the sharp end and filled the intermediate stacking. We all
move up-cave and cleared the intermediate to the station 14 ladder.
We then went back to the sharp end to clear a bit more, the floor
was full of sand, so lots to clear. Lovely draught, as usual. Mike K

Sunday March 26 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K, Wayne Starsmore, John
Cooper, Geoff Newton

Clearing bang spoil and all the stacking spots out to Strike Chamber.
A little disappointment as the traditional charge seemed to have had
no effect. Maybe it got pulled out of position? We should be able
to drill beyond the corner now, anyway. Mike

Monday March 27 2017 Spider Hole John Cooper, Ade & Jude
VdeP, NikNak
While Ade & Jude built walls at the top of Four Tonne Shaft,
NikNak assisted by John drilled holes at the very bottom. Ade came
down and created more spoil. 2 hrs. John

Tuesday March 28 2017 Goatchurch John Cooper joined the MCR
rescue practice organised   by Adrian VdeP. Jude managed to keep
track of 18 people underground. A useful practice of how to
extricate people from tight passages.  1 ½ hrs. John

Wednesday March 29 2017 Lime Kiln Dig John Cooper, Aubrey
Newport, Barry Wilkinson.

While Aubrey and Barry started to fix the air pipe at roof level (out
of the water), John chiselled out at the end. 1 ½ hrs. John

Saturday April 1 2017 Rod’s Pot - Bath Swallet Geoff Newton,
John Cooper, Mike K, Szylvia Auth, Tony B.
Through trip with diversion to the end of the CCC dig in Rod’s and
Wessex dig in Bath. Good muddy fun. Geoff

Sunday April 2 2017 Swildons John Cooper, Ollie Newton, Duncan
Simey, Ray Symmonds

Short Round Trip. Didn’t see any other group until we were
de-rigging the 20 and on our exit. Good trip, only bailed the First
Trouble to show Ollie how it was done   1 3/4 hrs. John
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From: Trevor Hughes
Sent: Sunday, 3 September 2017, 21:28
Subject: [MCRA] The Annual Charity Cricket Match against Priddy Cricket Club

Hi to All
I regret to announce that this year’s match is cancelled due to almost complete lack of support.

Regards

Trevor
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Greetings from sunny Portugal,
Just a quick note to let you know that we have fenced off a section of the Sludge Pit field which includes the current
access gate.  In order to maintain access to Sludge Pit we have had a new gate installed slightly further up Eastwater
Lane.

Hope all is well in your worlds
Best wishes

David Nicholls

last  minutE  nEWs
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Congratulations to Tuska and Louise on their engagement

A small part of the downstairs
dormitory. Mentally count the
bed slats, and remember that
each has 4 retaining screws.
Also, these bunks were not jig
drilled, so every single slat has
to be numbered and replaced in
its correct frame and position.
We owe John a vote of thanks
for this one!

Photo:  Noel
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